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7This year marks the eighty-fifth birthday and sixty years of scientific 
and constructive work of academician Nikola Hajdin. Widely appre-
ciated, he is generally held to be an exceptional figure in the area of 
applied mechanics, particularly structural mechanics and equally in 
innovative construction practices. Well-known in international sci-
entific circles, the President of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and 
Arts and member of four foreign academies, has given an enormous 
contribution to the renown of Serbian engineering in the world.
His associates and friends are marking his jubilee as a debt they 
owe him, the scientific public of our country and future generations 
of engineers who will draw upon his opus to find firm foundations for 
their own scientific and practical work.
Belgrade, 2008
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9Introduction
During his long  scientific and professional activity spanning 
over half a century and going through different phases, professor Nikola 
Hajdin obtained results of greater or lesser significance depending on the 
state of development of science and technology. This overview singles out 
the results which, in our opinion and that of scientific criticism, rendered a 
specific contribution to the progress of science and its applications.
It is primarily his written work and his structures, predominantly bridges, 
which signified greater or lesser headway in these areas.
Here we have singled out, first and foremost, works which have been 
acknowledged and highly acclaimed in the country and abroad and which 
constitute a scientific or constructive contribution to progress.
Professor Hajdin’s choices during studies seemed to indicate that he 
would devote his whole life to scientific work in the field of applied me-
chanics, especially structural mechanics. However, he soon realized that 
any significant and valuable effort in structural mechanics, in addition to 
a theoretical basis, required extensive knowledge of real structures, their 
development and tendencies substantially influencing scientific endeavor 
in this area. He realized at a very early stage that these were simultaneous 
and interactive processes.
Many outstanding structural achievements came into being under the 
influence and with knowledge of applied mechanics, such as the discoveries 
of French scientists such as Claude-Louis Navier, Barré de Saint-Venant and 
others, which extensively transformed practical know-how in the field of 
structures.
A feedback effect is visible everywhere. One of the most important is 
definitely the method of finite elements which sprang from practical needs and 
theoretical investigation of structures. There are very many examples of both. 
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Such a perception as well as the need for scientists to tackle practical 
problems and application in design prompted professor Hajdin to take up 
designing as a parallel activity, one he initially considered to be more of a 
hobby, and later a serious and responsible job in which he incorporated 
upon, as this survey will show, the results of his scientific work, with some 
of the applications serving to verify scientific results.
This will be discussed at length, for it is precisely this combination that 
is the chief characteristic of his work.
If one reads only his articles, monographs and books dealing with theory, 
one will not always be able to see where specific results applied to structures 
lead.
The creative opus of professor Hajdin can be broadly divided into six 
periods, i.e. six areas in which he gave a contribution to science and its 
applications, and one can say, indeed a contribution to general progress.
1 1
First period
Integral equations method
Already as a student  he began, almost shyly, to go in for science. 
Thanks to professor Hlitchiev he published a work entitled Triangular Pipe 
Torsion1 in the Almanac of scientific and specialized papers of professors 
of the Technical Faculty. This was a strong impetus for him to start dealing 
with science more seriously.
As an assistant he published the work  Contribution à la solution du 
problème plan2 in “Publications de l’Institut mathèmatique de l’Acadèmie 
serbe des sciences”, which is cited in the then best-known book in Europe in 
the area of plates and shells, “Flächentragwerke” by Karl Girkmann, a great 
acknowledgement for a beginner and relatively young scientist.
The text reads:
Đu rić und Haj din ha ben rec htec ki ge Sche i ben be rec hnet, die 
an ge genüber li e gen den Rändern an ti me trisch oder symme­
trisch ver te il te La sten tra gen. Für die Span nungsfunk tion wur­
den hi er bei Ansätze mit Hil fe je ner ort ho go na len Funk ti o nen 
ge bil det, die im Lösungsergebnis für die fre ien Qu erschwin­
gun gen eines be i der se its ein ge span nten Bal kens auftre ten. 
Х а ј д и н, Н.: 1 .  Торзија троугласте цеви. Годишњак Техничког факултета Универзитета у 
 Београду, -, 2-2
H a j d i n, N.: 2 .  Contribution à la solution du problème plan. Publications de l’ Institut  
 mathématique de l’ Académie serbe des sciences.  () -2. 
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/Đurić and Hajdin analyzed rectangular plates with symmetri­
cally and anti­symmetrically distributed load at opposite edg­
es.  Formulas based on orthogonal functions were taken for the 
stress function which appear in the analysis of free lateral oscil­
lations of a beam fixed at both ends./
[]  K. Girk mann:  Flac hen trag wer ke. – Sprin ger Ver lag, Wi en, .
This tribute did not elicit much interest  in the milieu he lived in and only 
a rare few paid attention to that. But it meant a lot to him and strengthened 
his conviction that his efforts were worthwhile.
Sometime around  professor Hajdin professionally focused more on 
arch dams which were of exceptional importance given the building of hydro-
electric power plants. Regrettably, the theory for calculating such structures 
was not particularly developed. One may say that serious scientific analysis of 
this subject-matter at the global level was practically in its inception.
In response to pressing needs, designers made do by employing, from the 
standpoint of applied mechanics, relatively modest means and methods. The 
most widespread was the “trial load method” which was based on the rela-
tively primitive use of the logic of linear girders, by breaking down a monolith 
dam into a system of cantilevers and arches. Despite the lack of a scientifically 
grounded approach, the method yielded quite practicable results.
This, in addition to Marcus’s method for plates, which was based on a 
similar philosophy, inspired professor Hajdin to, proceeding from a similar 
logic, arrive at an original, scientifically founded, numerical method, which 
he called the “Integral Equations Method”. 
Trial Load Method of analysing Arch Dams3. , Bureau of Reclamation, Denver 8.
M a r c u s  H.: 4 .  Die Vereinfachte Berechnung biegsamer Platten, Berlin 2.
Fig. 1
Glažnja arch dam near Kumanovo (Macedonia)
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The procedure, presented in a number of works (*), (*), (*), (*)8, could 
be  used for calculating plates, arch dams and similar structures.
Given the fact that at the time (before the use of the method of finite 
elements) there did not exist, apart from the so-called method of finite 
differences, a serious numerical procedure for solving two-dimensional 
structural mechanics problems, professor Hajdin’s procedure started being 
used in the country and to a certain extent also abroad.
At this point we should particularly draw attention to the use of the 
“method of integral equations” for some doctoral dissertations in England, 
for instance H. A. Hadid [2] and R. Stilwell [], for the analysis of arch dams 
and similar problems. The work was later cited in works on acoustics by 
R. S. Srinivasan and S. Sankaran  [] and on transportation means by R. S. 
Srinivasan and C. Babu [] and similar.
Before the use of computers, professor Hajdin’s method had its place and 
certain advantages, for instance, over the method of finite differences, among 
H a j d i n, N.: 5 .  A Contribution to the Analysis of Arch Dams with Remarks Concerning «Trial Load»  
 Method. – Résumé. – Paris: Commission internationale des grands barrages, 8. – 2 p. ; 2 cm.  
 – (Bulletin / Commission internationale des grands barrages ; n. 2) 
 H a j d i n, N.: 6 .  A Method for Numerical Solution of Boundary Value Problems and its Aplication  
to Certain Problems of the Theory of Elasticity. – Ein verfahren zur Numerischen Lösung der  
Randwertaufgaben und dessen Anwendung auf einige Probleme der Elastizitatstheorie).  
Зборник Грађевинског факултета.  (8) -. 
H a j d i n, N., K r a j c i n o v i c, D.:7 .   Integral Equation Method for Solution of Boundary Value  
 Problems of Structural Mechanics. Part I: Ordinary Differential Equations. International Journal  
 for Numerical Methods in Engineering.  (2) 0-22.
H a j d i n, N., K r a j c i n o v i c, D.: 8 .  Integral Equation Method for Solution of Boundary Value  
 Problems of Structural Mechanics. Part II: Elliptical Partial Differential Equations. International  
 Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering.  (2) 2-.
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other because it required less numerical work and a reduced number of linear 
equations, which was a major advantage in computation. These advantages 
slowly decreased with the development of computer technology and the in-
troduction of, primarily, the method of finite elements.
In a certain period the method also had its place in the analysis of dy-
namic problems, and the very philosophy of the procedure was a novelty in 
numerical methods.
Here are several quotations on Hajdin’s method of integral equations:
ВI.  Ме тод ин те гра ль ных урав не ний для ре ше ния кра­
е вых за дач стро и те ль ной ме ха ни ки. Ч. I Обык но вен ные 
диф фе рен ци а ль ные урав не ния. Hajdin Nikola, Krajcinovic 
Dusan. In te gral equ a ti on met hod for so lu tion of bo un dary va­
lue pro blems of struc tu ral mec ha nics. Part I. Or di nary dif e­
ren tial equ a ti ons. Int. J. Nu mer. Meth. Eng., , , No , ­
 (англ.)
Для за дач стро и те ль ной ме ха ни ки, опи сы ва е мы обык­
но вен ные диф фе рен ци а ль ны ми урав не ни я ми, пред ла га­
ет ся сле ду ю щ ий спо соб ре ше ния: выс шая про из вод ная 
при ни ма ет ся за но вую не из вест ную функ цию, по э то му ис­
ко мая функ ция ста но вит ся вы ра жен ной че рез ин те грал от 
про из ве де ния функ ции Гри на и но вой не из вест ной. Диф­
фе рен ци а ль ное урав не ние за да чи в этом слу чае ста но вит ся 
ин те гра ль ным урав не ни ем Фред го ль ма вто ро го ро да. По­
э то му в да ль не й шем вме сто чи слен но го диф фе рен ци ро­
ва ния про во дит ся чи слен ное ин те гри ро ва ние, а ис ко мые 
функ ции опре де ля ют ся опе ра ци ей диф фе рен ци ро ва ния. 
Для чи слен но го ин те гри ро ва ния ав то ры пред ла га ют два 
ме то да:
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Fig. 2 
Railway bridge over the Sava River in Belgrade
Photograph by: Branislav Tomić
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Для ил лю стра ции эф фек тив но сти пред ла га е мых ме то­
дов ре ше ния рас смо тре ны эйле ро ва за да ча ус то й чи во сти, 
про до ль но­по пе реч ный из гиб бал ки с пе ре мен ным се че ни­
ем и сво бод ные ко ле ба ния шар нир но опер той бал ки. От­
ме че на вы со кая точ но сть ре зу ль та тов при ми ни ма ль ном 
чи сле уз лов ин те гри ро ва ния (не бо лее че ты рех).
/В Hajdin Nikola, Krajčinović Dušan, In te gral equ a ti on 
met hod for so lu tion of bo un dary va lue pro blems of struc tu ral 
mec ha nics. Part I. Or di nary dife ren tial equ a ti ons. Int. J. Nu­
mer. Meth. Eng., , , No , ­.
For structural mechanics problems descri bed by basic difer­
ential equations the following method of solving is proposed: 
the higher derivative is taken as a new, unknown function and 
accordingly, the requested function is expressed through an 
integral of the product of Green’s function and a new unknown. 
In that case, the diferential equation of the problem becomes 
an integral Fredholm equation of the second kind. Therefore, 
instead of numerical dife rentiation we proceed with numeri­
cal integration with the requested functions determined by 
the diferentiation operation. 
For numerical integration the authors propose two methods: 
To illustrate the efficiency of the proposed solution methods, 
Euler’s resistance requirement, longitudinal­transversal buck­
ling of the girder with variable cross section and free oscilla­
tions of the girder have been considered. Very precise results 
were observed with a minimum number of integration nodes, 
(four at maximum)./ 
[]  [In ter na ti o nal Aero spa ce Ab stracts]
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The in te gral equ a ti on tec hni que as de ve lo ped by Haj din for the II. 
analysis of arch dams and ex ten ded by Ha did for the analysis of 
pla te and shell pro blems, is now at temp ted for the so lu tion of 
ort ho tro pic skew slab.
[]   H. A. Ha did, B. M. Ahu ja, M. A. Mo ha med:  Analysis of skew slabs using 
In te gral Met hod. – The Brid ge & Struc tu ral En gi ne er, Vol. , No ,  
Jo ur nal of In dian Nat. Gro up of IAB SE, New Del hi, March .
The bo un dary va lue pro blem re pre sen ted by the two li ne ar diff e-III. 
ren tial Eqs. (a – b) with the ho mo ge ne o us bo un dary con di ti ons 
(a – b) has no analyti cal clo sed so lu tion. In or der to sol ve the 
pro blem we em ploy a nu me ri cal tec hni que de ve lo ped by Haj­
din for the so lu tion of li ne ar bo un dary va lue pro blems.
[8]   H. Ha did: Analysis of pa ra bo lic ve la ro i dal shells with simply sup por ted bo-
un dary con di ti ons. – Jo ur nal of Struc tu ral En gi ne e ring, Vol. 8, No , 82.
The third met hod em ployed at So ut hamp ton has its ori gins IV. 
in the work of Haj din (), () and is furt her de scri bed 
by Tot ten ham () and Bo zo vic (). It is known as the 
“In te gral equ a ti ons Met hod” be ca u se in it the par tial diff e ren tial 
equ a ti ons, to get her with the ho mo ge ne o us bo un dary con di ti ons, 
are tran sfor med, with the help of Green’s fun cti ons, in to a set of 
li ne ar in te gral equ a ti ons. By nu me ri cal met hods the se are then 
re du ced to a set of si mul ta ne o us li ne ar al ge bra ic equ a ti ons. In all 
three the en ti re com pu ta tion is car ried out on a di gi tal com pu ter.
[]  J. R. Rydzew ski: Re cent Advan ces in the the ory of Arch Dams-Ap plied  
 Mec ha nics Re vi ews, Vol. , No 0, Oct. .
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Fig. 3
The “Sloboda” roadway bridge over the Danube in Novi Sad (after reconstruction)
Photograph by: Wolfgang Hunscher
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Al ter na ti vely, the sa me diff e ren tial equ a ti ons ha ve been sol ved by V. 
the in te gral equ a ti ons tec hni que, as pre sen ted by Haj din, af ter su i-
ta ble mo di fi ca ti ons. He re al so va ri o us com bi na ti ons ha ve been tried 
for the re fi ne ment of the so lu tion. In fact, com bi na ti ons of va ri a tion 
and in te gral met hods are fo und to gi ve very en co u ra ging re sults.
The in te gral equ a ti on met hod was fo und to be far mo re pro­
mi sing than any ot her ap pro xi ma te met hod, and ga ve good 
re sults when ex ten ded to hyper bo lic and el lip tic pa ra bo loid 
shells. The spe cial advan ta ge of the met hod is the re duc tion of 
com pu ter ti me and a mo re re a li stic di stri bu tion of in flu en ces 
on the who le re gion of the shell. This met hod the re fo re ne eds 
furt her in ve sti ga tion for mo re diffi  cult ca ses, such as ela stic 
be am sup ports, etc. to ex plo it its full pos si bi li ti es.
[2]   H. A. Ha did: An analyti cal and ex pe ri men tal in ve sti ga tion in to the  
ben ding the ory of ela stic co no i dal shells (Ph.D.The sis) – Univ. of  
So ut hamp ton, March, .
In this met hod, the equ a ti ons of free vi bra tion for a cylin dri cal VI. 
shell ba sed on Don nell’s the ory are con si de red. The ex pres si ons 
for dis pla ce ments are ta ken in the form of se ri es. Sub sti tu ting 
the se ex pres si ons in to the go ver ning par tial diff e ren tial equ a ti ons 
re du ces them to or di nary diff e ren tial equ a ti ons. The se are sol ved 
by using in te gral equ a ti on tec hni qu es () and (). Nu me ri cal 
work has been do ne and the re sults are com pa red with ot hers 
ava i la ble.
[]   R. S. Sri ni va san, S. San ka ran: Vi bra tion of Can ti le ver Cylin dri cal Shells. 
Jo ur nal  of So un d and Vi bra tion, Vol. , No , .
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A new met hod (Do u ble In te gra tion Tec hni que) for sol ving VII. 
par tial dife ren tial equ a ti ons nu me ri cally is de ve lo ped by 
the aut hors on the ba sis of In te gral equ a ti ons tec hni que of 
Haj din. By this met hod it be co mes very con ve ni ent to ta ke in-
to ac co unt the eff ects of the ge o me try and com pli ca ted va ri a ble 
bo un dary con di ti ons for any gi ven lo a ding. Mo re o ver, the fi nal 
ex pres si ons ob ta i ned are mo re sta ble and yields qu ic ker re sults 
with bet ter ac cu racy. Thus, com pa ra ti vely a co ar ser net is re qu-
i red to ob tain the re sults for the de si red ac cu racy. This re du ces 
the num ber of equ a ti ons to be han dled and thus sa ves the com-
pu ter ti me to a lar ge ex tent.
Haj din’s Ap pro ach
The nu me ri cal so lu tion of par tial dif e ren tial equ a ti ons gi ven 
by Haj din con sists of the fol lo wing main steps:
con ver ting the dif e ren tial equ a ti ons to get her with the bo un­i. 
dary con di ti ons in to a set of li ne ar in te gral equ a ti ons of the 
Fred holm type, by using the Green’s fun ction tec hni qu es.
re du cing the se in te gral equ a ti ons to a set of li ne ar si mul­ii. 
ta ne o us al ge bra ic equ a ti ons, by using a su i ta ble, nu me ri cal 
met hod for in te gra tion such as Simp son ru le, & po ints 
for mu lae or Wed dle’s for mu la.
[0]  S. K. Agar wal, D. Kris hna: Do u ble In te gra tion tec hni que, A new Nu me ri-
cal Pro ce du re for Struc tu ral Analysis – "Ce ment & Con cre te", New Del hi, 
Oct.-Dec., 0.
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Fig. 4
3D model of a bridge in Plock (Poland)
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The method was used for the analysis of several arch dams, gravity dams 
and other structures in our country as well, among other for the “Grnčarevo”, 
“Mratinje” and some other dams.  As the designer of the “Glažnja” arch dam 
(Fig. ), third in height (8 m) in the former Yugoslavia, professor Hajdin 
applied this procedure in all the design phases.
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Second period
Composite structures
 
The time before the Second World War is characterized by 
the emergence of bridges in which the concrete carriageway slab is tied to 
the steel girder so that from the standpoint of bearing capacity they form 
a single system. This is efficiently achieved, in addition to the slab being 
supported by the girder, by mutually linking them with shear connectors 
which make for joint action regarding stress and deformation. The extent to 
which they will form a single whole depends on these elements which can 
differ in nature, such as steel shear connectors and similar.
Fig.  – Cross section
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Even with such a bond these two elements show different characteristics 
in terms of their behavior which, in the case of concrete, is manifested in a 
change of deformation in time,  known as creep of concrete. In other words, 
the relation between the deformation and stress is not of an elastic nature 
and is given on the basis of observation through a more complex relation in 
which time features as an essential factor.
Accordingly, in a composite system there is a redistribution of stress 
which, to put it simply, means that over time the concrete slab is partially 
relieved and part of the load is transferred to the steel girder.
This phenomenon makes composite girders special and their analysis re-
quires a new, more complex computation method which, accordingly, has its 
theoretical basis.
In our country, professor Milan Đurić addressed this problem and 
contributed to the discipline a new procedure for the analysis of composite 
structures which was in both theoretical and practical terms a step forward.
A general characteristic of these methods is analysis of the system of 
girders with a concrete carriageway slab above and a steel girder below in 
the overall system.
Studying thin-walled girders, which will be dealt with later, professor Hajdin 
considered a composite girder in a more general way, with an arbitrary distri-
bution of the concrete and steel elements in the overall cross section (Fig. ).
     
Fig.  – Arbitrary section
 M. Đ u r i ć : 9. Theory of Composite and Pre-stressed Structures, SANU, monographs, volume 
CCCLXIV, 1963.
Fig. 6
Roadway bridge over the River Vistula in Plock (Poland)
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Such an approach is presented in a number of works of which (*)0 and 
(*) merit attention.
This theoretical basis was used for analyzing the “Orašje” bridge over the 
River Sava  (Bibliography 2, p. 8), (*), (*), where to a large extent thanks 
to this theoretical approach that the original girder with so-called double 
composite action was analyzed (Fig.8), i.e. with an upper carriageway and 
lower concrete slab in the zone of supports of the continuous girder which 
was the subject of the project. This constituted an absolute novelty in the 
design of such bridges at global level. In addition, the “Orašje” bridge 
had the greatest span of all composite bridges in the world at the time.
Fig. 8 – Roadway bridge over the River Sava in Orašje (Bosnia and Herzegovina and Croatia) – cross section
 H a j d i n, N.: 10. Der Einfluss des Kriechens und Schwindens des Betons in dünnwandigen Trägern mit  
 gekrümmter Achse. – Influence of Creep and Shrinkage of Concrete in Thin-Walled Curved   
 Beams.– Influence du fluage et du retrait du béton sur une barre courbe à parois minces. Sympo- 
        sium: L’ Influence du fluage et du retrait, l’ effet des changements de température sur les construc-    
 tions en béton, Madrid 0: Extrait du rapport final. Madrid: International Association for Bridge  
 and Structural Engineering, 0. p. 2-0. 
 K o l l b r u n e r, C. F., H a j d i n, N.: Dünnwandige Stäbe. Bd. 11. 2: Stäbe mit derofmierbaren  
  Querschnitten. Nicht-elastisches Verhalten dünnwandiger Stäbe. – Berlin: Springer-Verlag,  
  . – 28, XII p.; 2 cm
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Only some twenty years later, the Germans, who had been the leaders 
in composite bridge technology, started designing composite bridges with 
double composite action.
Here are several quotations on this subject:
It is a com mon prac ti ce sin ce abo ut 0 years to use the in ter ac tion 
bet we en steel con struc tion and the re in for ced or pre stres sed con-
cre te brid ge flo or in com po si te brid ge su per struc tu res. Both parts 
are do we led by she ar con nec tors. The use of com po si te bot tom 
flan ges in the are as of ne ga ti ve ben ding mo ments is in fact ob vi-
o us espe ci ally for eco no mi cal re a sons. In  the re was ma de a 
pro po sal for a brid ge ac ross the ri ver Main [], but this was ne ver 
bu ilt. From abroad the re are known three brid ges with do u ble 
com po si te ac tion: The brid ge ac ross the Sa ve ne ar Ora sje in 
Yugo sla via [,], the Pont d’Il lar saz ac ross the Rho ne in Swit­
zer land [] and one brid ge in the Net her lands. A gro up of re-
se ar chers of the Fritz En gi ne e ring La bo ra tory, Le high Uni ver sity 
stu died the ap pli ca bi lity of this bu il ding system and sum ma ri zed 
in the fi nal re port, that the re duc tion or eli mi na tion of ha un ches 
and the omis sion of stiff e ners al low a di mi nu tion of ex pen ses.
[]  F. Nat her: Steel Brid ges with Do u ble Com po si te ac tion in Ger many. 
Al II-lea Se mi nar de Po du ri “Di rec tii Ac tu a le in cal cu lul si pro i ec ta rea  
po du ri lor” Ti mi so a ra, mar tie , -.
 Г.  Р а д о ј ч и ћ - К о с т и ћ, Н. М а р к о в и ћ: „12. Библиографија радова академика Николе  
   Хајдина / Nikola Hajdin Bibliography, САНУ Издања библиотеке 20, Београд, 200.
 H a j d i n, N.: 13. Različite mogućnosti sprezanja betona i čelika u mostogradnji (Different Possibility  
  of Composite Action Between Steel and Concrete in Bridges). Spregnute konstrukcije. Beograd:  
  Časopis Izgradnja, //. Str. 0-.  
 H a j d i n, N.: 14. Einige Beispiele der Kombination von Stahl und Beton im Brückenbau. Schweizer  
  Ingenieur und Architekt. 0:  (8) -. Isto u: Festschrift Pierre Dubas zum 0. Geburtstag. –  
  Zürich: Schweizer Ingenieur und Architekt, 8. p.2-.
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It is not explicitly said here that the “Orašje” bridge is the first bridge 
of this type in the world. However, the other two mentioned bridges are of 
a later date. In addition, according to their caracteristics (span) they rank 
lower than the “Orašje” bridge. The following citation by the same author 
also indicates that the double composite action bridges in Germany were 
built later:
In De utschland wur den se it Mit te der ac htzi ger Ja hre eine  
Eisen bahnbrücke und vi er Straβen brücken fer tig ge stellt:
– Die Brücke über den Inn bei Was ser burg [-0]
– die El be bruc ke Tor gau [-]
– die Mo sel brücke Ber nka stel-Ku es []
– die zwe i gle i si ge Eisen bahnbrücke über den Main bei Nan ten bach [-]
– und die El be brücke Mag de burg.
/One railway and four road bridges have been built in Germany 
since the mid-80's: 
– the bridge across the Inn at Wasswerburg,
– Torgau bridge across the Elbe,
– the Bernkastel-Kues bridge across the Mosel, 
– the double-track railway bridge across the Main at Nantenbach, and
– Magdenburg bridge across the Elbe/
[2]  F. Nat her: Stahlbrücken mit Dop pel ver bund in De utschland Über blick 
und Er geb nis se von Forschungsaufträgen, Ba u in ge ni e ur 2, Heft , , 
-.
The subject of Jorge Bernabey Larena’s doctoral thesis at the Madrid 
University were double action composite bridges. After a detailed analysis 
of the history of such bridges, the author says the following:
La pri me ra aplicación que he mos lo ca li za do es el pu en te de 
Ora sje, una realización de , que sal va un va no cen tral de 
 m. La ob ra re sul ta muy atrac ti va y sus im por tan tes di men­
si o nes la sitúan co mo re cord de luz en su mo men to (cfr. ..), 
Fig. 9 
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a pe sar de lo cual no es muy co no ci da (Haj din, ; Go mez 
Na var ro, b). El ta ble ro pre sen ta una sección tran sver sal de 
do ble vi ga de can to va ri a ble con ar ro stra mi en tos tran sver sa les 
que se ci er ra in fe ri or men te en zo nas de mo men tos ne ga ti vos pa ra 
con sti tu ir una sección cajón (Fig. .2; Fig. .2). So bre el fon do 
del cajón se dis po ne una lo sa de hormigón de espe sor va ri a ble  
ha sta un má xi mo de 0 cm so bre pi las.
/The first application we found is the Orašje bridge, executed 
in 1968, which has a central span of 134 m. The bridge is very 
attractive and its impressive dimensions made it a record 
structure in terms of span at the time (see 4.7.1), despite the 
fact that it is not widely known (Hajdin, 1985; Gomez Navarro, 
2000b). The cross section of the bridge consists of two steel gir-
ders of variable height with horizontal stiffening, which is closed 
off on the bottom side in the negative moments zone forming a 
box section (fig. . 2, fig. .2). A concrete slab of variable thick-
ness up to a maximum of 0 cm above the supports is placed at 
the bottom of the box./
[]  Ber na beu La re na, J.: Evo lu cion ti po lo gi ca y este ti ca de los pu en tes mix tos 
en Euro pa, Te sis doc to ral, Uni ver si dad Po li tec ni ca de Ma drid, 200.
The statement “despite the fact that it is not widely known” has been 
used in reference to some other achievements of Serbian authors as well, 
but we shall not delve into that here.
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Third period
Thin-walled girders 
During his stay in Switzerland from 8 to , professor Hajdin 
got in touch with Curt F. Kollbrunner, a well-known scientist in the area of 
steel structures. During their cooperation on problems of bar stability and 
analyses of the behavior of segmental gates on hydro-electric power plants, 
Kollbrunner suggested that they focus on research into thin-walled girders 
over the long-term.
At the time this subject matter was very topical and insufficiently 
researched. Interest in this area grew, among other, due to the speedy deve-
lopment of new technologies: welding in metal structures and pre-stressing 
in concrete structures. Also, increasingly modern and courageous forms of 
designing were gaining momentum.
The research of the two scientists in this field started in the early 0’s, 
with some assistance from the Swiss Association for Steel Structures.
Professors Hajdin and Kollbrunner cooperated for over twenty years 
producing over that period   a series of 20 publications of over 2000 pages, 
mostly in German and to a lesser extent in English. The synthesis of this 
scientific work are two monographs issued by the “Springer-Verlag” publi-
shing house (*) and (*). 
  K o l l b r u n e r, C. F., Hajdin, N.: 15. Dünnwandige Stäbe. Bd. 1: Stäbe mit underofmierbaren  
   Querschnitten. – Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 2. – 2, XII p. ; 2 cm
  K o l l b r u n e r, C. F., Hajdin, N.: 16. Dünnwandige Stäbe. Bd. : Stäbe mit derofmierbaren  
   Querschnitten. Nicht-elastisches Verhalten dünnwandiger Stäbe. – Berlin: Springer-Verlag, . –  
   28, XII p. ; 2 cm
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These two fundamental books, together with preceding ones and later 
publications constitute an opus which is widely cited, used in scientific works, 
doctoral theses and in the practical designing of complex structures.
These publications which by their comprehensiveness and scientific 
approach represented an original contribution to science, include parts 
which reveal a unique theoretical view. In that context,  we should, among 
other, emphasize the general theory of thin-walled girders itself, which 
brings together two areas, one of which is known as the folded-plate theory, 
created in the area of concrete structures, and the other exceptionally 
important in steel structures, known as the deformable cross section theory.
The following quotations describe this subject-matter and stress the 
originality of the scientific approach.
Der be son de re Wert der vor li e gen den Ar be it li egt nun da rin, I. 
dass es ge lingt, die bis her klaf en de Lücke zwischen di e sen be­
i den Auf as sun gen zu schlieβen und die The o rie des dünnwan­
di gen Sta bes mit der The o rie des pri sma tischen Falt werks auf 
ein ein he i tlic hes Gan zes zu brin gen.
Die Ab fas sung wird so all ge mein vor ge nom men, dass in ihr 
die The o rie des ste ifk no ti gen und des ge len ki gen Falt werks so­
wie die klas sische The o rie der Wölbkraft tor si on ent hal ten sind. 
Auβer dem ermöglichen sich da durch die Er we i te rung der klas­
sischen Falt werk sbe rec hnung auf die zusätzliche Berücksic hti­
gung der Tor si on smo men te in den Ein zelwänden und die Er­
we i te rung der klas sischen The o rie der Wölbkraft tor si on auf 
Qu erschnit te, de ren Wandstär ke nicht klein im Ver gle ich zu 
den übri gen li ne a ren Ab mes sun gen ist.
Die über sic htlic hen Able i tun gen und Dar stel lun gen der 
hi er auf ge dec kten Zusammenhänge wer den für al le wis sen­
scha ftlich in te res si er ten Fac hle u te, die sich mit den schwi e ri­
gen Pro ble men der all ge me i nen Be la stung von dünnwan di gen 
Stäben mit ver schi e den sten Qu erschnit ta us bil dun gen be fasst 
ha ben oder be fas sen wol len, von be son de rem Wert sein und 
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we sen tlich da zu be i tra gen, die Ve re in he i tlic hung in der The o­
rie sol cher Trag wer ke zu schaf en.
/The particular value of the presented work lies in the fact that 
the gap between these two concepts has been successfully filled 
and that the thin­walled bar theory and the prismatical shell 
theory have been represented as a single whole.
The presentation is so general that it contains the folded­
plate theory with rigid and hinged nodes as well as the warping 
torsion theory. In addition, this enables the expansion of the 
classical calculation of folded­plate shells with the additional 
taking into account of torsion moments in individual walls and 
the expansion of the classical warping torsion theory to sec­
tions the wall thickness of which is not small in comparison 
with the other linear dimensions.
The clear presentation and representations of the rela­
tions presented here will for all experts interested in science 
who dealt or will deal with the difficult problems of the general 
analysis of thin­walled rods with diferent cross section shapes 
be of particular value and will significantly contribute to gene­
ralization in the theory of such girders./
[] „Ba u in ge ni e ur“, H.. .
In der vor li e gen den Pu bli ka tion wird die The o rie der dünnwan di-II. 
gen Stäbe mit in ihren Ebe nen de for mi er ba ren Qu erschnit ten, bzw. 
des lan gen pri sma tischen Falt werks nach der Ver schi e bungsmet-
ho de ge bracht, wo bei eini ge ve re in fac hen de Vo ra us set zun gen ge-
troff en wer den.
Im Un ter schied zu den üblic hen Met ho den in der The o­
rie der Falt wer ke, bei wel chen die Zer le gung des Trag werks in 
die ein zel nen Plat ten, aus wel chen es zu sam men ge setzt ist, er­
folgt, wer den in der hi er ge brac hten The o rie die De for ma ti o nen 
und Span nun gen für die als ein he i tlic hes Trag werk auf ge fas ste 
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Fig. 11
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Stabscha le ab ge le i tet. Die in di e sem Helft dar ge leg te The o rie ist 
de rart all ge mein ab ge fasst, dass in ihr als Sonderfälle die The o­
rien des ste ifk no ti gen und des ge len ki gen Falt werks so wie auch 
die klas sische The o rie der Wölbkraft tor si on ent hal ten sind.
Das Werk schließt sich an die Veröfentlichungen über 
Wölbkraft tor si on und St.­Ve nantsche Tor sion in der Schrif­
ten re i he „Mit te i lun gen der TKSSV“ an und ist mit der gle ic hen 
Exak the it dur chge ar be i tet, die auch je ne frühe ren Wer ke der 
gle ic hen Ver fas ser aus ze ic hnet. Das Stu di um er for dert nebst 
aus ge sproc he nem mat he ma tischem Geschick ein enor mes 
Einfühlungs vermögen in den Ver for mungsmec ha ni smus wie 
auch in die Zusammenhänge zwischen Ver for mun gen und zu­
ge ord ne ten Be an spruc hun gen. 
/The presented work presents the thin-walled bar theory with 
deformable cross section i.e. long prismatic folded-plate shells 
according to the deformation method, with some simplified 
assumptions being taken account of.
As opposed to the usual methods in the folded­plate theory, 
where girders are broken down into the individual plates com­
prising them, the theory presented here gives deformations 
and stress for the whole girder. The theory presented in this 
volume is so general that it contains, as separate, cases of the 
folded­plate theory with rigid and hinged nodes as the classical 
warping torsion theory.
The work continues on to the published works on warping tor­
sion and Saint­Venant’s torsion in the publications  “Mitteilungen 
der TKSSV” and has been elaborated with the same precision as 
featuring in the earlier works of the same authors. In addition to 
an acutely keen mathematical sense this research also requires 
vast intuition in respect of the deformation mechanisms and the  
stress­strain relations./ 
[] Schwe i zer Ba u blatt, No , Jan. .
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The rod is analyzed with pla te the ory, whe re it is as su med that III. 
the de flec ti ons of the pla tes out of the ir pla nes are third-de gree 
polyno mi als in cross sec ti o nal di rec tion, the ir co effi  ci ents be ing 
the unk nown fun cti ons of the co or di na te in length di rec tion. This 
le ads to co u pled or di nary diff e ren tial equ a ti ons which are sol ved 
by ma trix met hods. Diff e rent end con di ti ons are pro perly ta ken 
in to ac co unt. As is to be ex pec ted, tor sion with diff e rent war ping 
con di ti ons is an im por tant ca se. Whe re it was ade qu a te, a sim pli-
fying con di tion for the mem bra ne she ar strain and a mem bra ne 
nor mal strain in the pla tes was in tro du ced.
The se cond half of the bo ok de als with no ne la stic be ha vi or of 
rods. This me ans pla stic be ha vi or of me tal struc tu res and cre ep 
of (re in for ced) con cre te struc tu res. The ge ne ral the ory is not for 
thin/wal led rods, only most ap pli ca ti ons are.
The bo ok gi ves a uni tary tre at ment to va ri o us pro blems 
with many exam ples of mo dern in te rest in struc tu ral and ci vil 
en gi ne e ring. It is rich in nu me ri cal da ta and grap hics. As usual 
with this pu blis her, the layout is ex cel lent. 
[] Ap plied Mec ha nics Re vi ews, USA, Vol.2, Fe bru ary 
La trat ta zi o ne é di ele va to li vel lo, i mez zi ma te ma ti ci usa ti pi ut-IV. 
to sto com ples si. D’al tra par te il fat to che sia con l’ac ci a lo, sia con 
il cal ce struz zo, si co stru i sce con spes so ri sem pre più sot ti li, ren-
de ne ces sa rio l’im pi e go e la co no scen za di qu e sti pro ce di men ti di 
cal co lo. In com pen so il lo ro im pi e go è re so pos si bi le dal le sem pre 
mi gli o ri pre sta zi o ni di cal co la to ri elet tro ni ci, che per met to no di 
ese gu i re cal co li che di e ci an ni fa non era no pen sa bi li, II V, il VII, 
I’VI II ca pi to lo so no per tan to de ci sa men te su scet ti bi li di ap pli ca-
zi o ni pra tic he di pro get to avan za to, men tre il VII ca pi to lo ha ca-
rat te re più sci en ti fi co e mo no gra fi co.
Si trat ta in con clu si o ne di un te sto uti le ad un in geg ne re 
pro get ti sta di ele va to li vel lo ed a ri cer ca to ri o stu den ti di cor­
si di per fe zi o na men to post­la u rea, che vo gli a no spe ci a liz zar si 
nel cal co lo di strut tu re, sia me tal lic he, sia in cal ce struz zo ar­
ma to, in par ti co la re pre com pres so.
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/The presentation is at a high level and the applied mathematical 
means are for the most part complex. On the other hand, the fact 
that this procedure refers to structures which are always of small 
thickness, whether of steel or concrete, renders necessary the use 
and knowledge of this method of calculation. As for the use of this 
method, that can be achieved thanks to the the ever-better per-
formance of computers, which enable  calculations unimaginable 
a decade ago. Chapters V, VI and VII for the most part contain 
examples of the above-mentioned project, while Chapter VIII is 
more of a scientific and monographic nature.
The conclusion may be drawn that this is a useful text for 
designers at a higher level as well as for researchers and post­
graduate students wishing to specialize in calculations of 
structures, both metal and reinforced concrete and especially 
pre­stressed ones./
[] Ri vi sta de mec ca ni ca, Ita lien, Nr. 0, .
Di e se Ar be it ent stand in dem Bes tre ben, die The o rie des pri­V. 
sma tischen Falt wer kes u. die The o rie des dünnwan di gen Sta­
bes zu einem ein he i tlic hen Gan zen zu ver bin den. Die Lösung 
des Pro blems der Be rec hnung des Falt wer kes er folgt hi er du­
rch kon se qu en te An wen dung der Ver schi e bungsmet ho de, wo­
bei die Stab/Scha le als ein he i tlic hes Trag werk auf ge fasst wird. 
Die dar ge leg te The o rie ist so all ge mein ab ge fasst, dass die The­
o rien des ste ifk no ti gen u. des ge len ki gen Falt werks so wie die 
klas sische The o rie der Wölbkraft tor si on in ihr als Sonderfälle 
ent hal ten sind.
/This work is the result of the wish to link the prismatical 
folded­plate theory and the thin­walled bar theory into a single 
system. The solution to the problem of folded­plate shell calcu­
lation is presented here through the consequential application 
of the method of deformation where the bar/shell is treated 
as a single girder. The presented theory is so general that the 
theory of folded shell with rigid and hinged nodes, as well  
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as the classical warping torsion theory are contained in it as 
individual cases./
[8] Schrift tum kar tei Ba u we sen, , Lfg. , Nr 
These publications of professor Hajdin’s explain the sense of some sim-
pler but also less correct theories of girders with a closed cross section and 
present a completely proper approach to the problem.
Noel W. Murray drew attention to this circumstance in his book “Intro-
duction to the Theory of Thin-walled Structures”:
In the ear li er parts of this bo ok an ap pro xi ma te the ory for clo­
sed pro fi les due to von Kar man and Chri sten sen () has been 
de scri bed.
In cer tain ca ses whe re the lon gi tu di nal war ping stres ses 
σw are lar ge and chan ge ra pidly, this the ory is not ac cu ra te. A 
’mo re ac cu ra te analysis’ was de ve lo ped by Ben sco ter * (to 
over co me this pro blem. Both the o ri es are de ta i led in the ex ce­
llent vo lu me pu blis hed by Kol lbrun ner and Haj din ()
[]  N. W. Mur ray: In tro duc tion to the The ory of Thin-Wal led Struc tu res. 
The Ox ford En gi ne e ring Sci en ce Se ri es. Cla ren don Press, 8.
The afore-mentioned publications from this period also give a scientific 
contribution to the theory of composite structures which was discussed in 
the preceding chapter. 
Finally, here are some further observations:
Курт Кол брун нер – из вест ный спе ци а лист в обла сти рас-VI. 
че та тон ко стен ных стерж не вых си стем, ди рек тор На уч но-
ис сле до ва те ль ско го стро и те ль но го ин сти ту та в Цю ри хе, 
опу бли ко вал пя ть мо но гра фий по об су жда е мой про бле ме. 
Ни ко лай На ждин – про фес сор Бел град ско го уни вер си те-
та – про вел сов мест но с пер вым ав то ром ряд ис сле до ва ний. 
Все эти ре зу ль та ты бу дут сум ми ро ва ны в двух том ной мо-
но гра фии, том  ко то рой, по свя щ ен ный упру гим стерж ням  
не де фор ми ру е мо го кон ту ра по пе реч но го се че ния, ре цен зи-
ру ет ся. Том 2 бу дет по свя щ ен стерж ням с не де фор ми ру е мым 
Fig. 12 
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кон ту ром по пе реч но го се че ния и не у пру го му по ве де нию тон-
ко стен ных стерж ней.
Мо но гра фия со дер жит об сто я те ль ное и ве сь ма ква ли­
фи ци ро ван ное из ло же ние об су жда е мых во про сов и вклю­
ча ет об шир ную би бли о гра фию. Ее мо жно ре ко мен до ва ть и 
на уч ным ра бот ни кам и ин же не рам про ек ти ро вщ и кам.
/Kurt Kollbrunner, a renowned expert in the area of thin-walled 
bar calculation, the director of the Scientific Research Civil En-
gineering Institute in Zurich, published five monographs on this 
subject. Nikola (Hajdin) is a professor at Belgrade University and 
together with the former undertook extensive research. All these 
results will be summed up in a two-volume monograph, the first 
volume of which, devoted to elastic rods with undeformable cross 
section contour, is currently being revised. Volume II will be de-
voted to rods with undeformable cross section contour and the 
non-elastic behavior of thin-walled rods.
The monograph exhaustively and very authoritatively pre­
sents the examined issues and contains an extensive biblio­
graphy. It can be recommended to scientific workers and engi­
neers designers./
[20] No wu je Kni gi sa ru bjeschom (UDS SR), 2, Se rie A,  Mat he ma tik
Zu sam men fas send sei ge sagt, dass vi e le Ka pi tel eine We i te­VII. 
rent wic klung des bis he ri gen Stands der Wis sen schaft be de­
u ten; die Dar stel lung ist über sic htlich und wird klar mit all­
ge mein be kan nten mat he ma tischen Met ho den dur chgeführt. 
Des halb ver di ent das Werk Lob und kann al len In te res si er ten 
se hr emp fo hlen wer den.
/To sum up, the numerous chapters mark further steps in this 
science; the presentation is easy to follow and is conducted by 
employing known mathematical methods. The work is therefore 
highly commendable and highly recommended to all interested./
[2] Kon struk tion im Maschi nen – Ap pa ra te – und Gerätebau, Heft , 
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Fourth period
Cable-stayed bridges
a) Railway  Bridge in Belgrade
Marking the early 0’s was the appearance of a new system, the system 
of cable-stayed bridges, which would in less than half a century become the 
dominant  one for large span bridges. Superior in the economic and aesthetic 
sense, in the beginning for medium spans, today this system competes with 
suspended bridges even for spans over a thousand meters.
Appreciating the significance of this novelty, professor Hajdin devoted 
from the very beginning a considerable amount of his time to studying this 
system. He was greatly aided in this respect, inter alia, by his knowledge 
of and scientific work in the area of thin-walled girders, in particular of 
problems outside the classical structural mechanics theory, primarily the 
problem of torsion.
In the early 0’s, when this system was in its incipient stage of development, 
and when no more than some ten large bridges had been executed, professor 
Hajdin got the opportunity to have a go at designing and building such a system. 
Namely, at that time, projects were invited for the construction of a new railway 
bridge in Belgrade, with a span of approximately 20 meters.
Together with professor Jevtović, he accepted to design this bridge as a 
cable-stayed bridge, and in fact, as the very first bridge of this system for 
railway traffic in the world.
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Opinions concerning the application of this system for railway traffic, 
in the world and in the country, were negative at that time, and, generally 
speaking, justified, in view of the following reasons: 
The system is relatively flexible and “soft” for railway traffic, and the deflec-
tions due to traffic load are in principle greater than with classical bridges.
Accordingly, vertical vibrations beyond acquired experiences were also 
to be expected, which could contribute to traffic discomfort and compro-
mise safety.
Apart from that, material fatigue, especially of cables, bearing in mind 
the considerably greater  loading of railway traffic compared to vehicular 
traffic, posed a problem in itself.
And, finally, the railway bridge as it was conceived had a record span for 
railway traffic.
All these unfavorable elements were eliminated in the designing stage by 
the very concept of the bridge and the use of a new type of cables (strands) 
unknown until then and more fatigue-resistant.
The project as a whole was based on a series of studies, including a small-
scale model and several papers (*), (*)8, (*) published in scientific and 
specialized literature.
 K o l l b r u n e r, C. F., H a j d i n, N., S t i p a n i ć, B.: 17. Contribution to the Analysis of Cable-Stayed  
  Bridges. – Zürich: Verlag Schulthess AG, 80. –  p.; 2 cm. – (Institut für bauwissenshaftliche  
  Forschung. Stiftung Kollbrunner/Rodio ; 8)
 H a j d i n, N.: 18. Vergleich zwischen den Paralleldrahsteilen und Vershlossenen Seilen am Beispiel  
  der Eisenbahnschrägseilbrücke über die Save in Belgrad. – Comparison between Parallel Wire  
  Bundles and Closed Ropes Illustrated on the Cable Stayed Railway Bridge over the River Save in  
  Belgrade. – Comparasion entre les câbles à fils parallèles et les câbles torsadés dans la cas du pont  
  de chemin de fer haubanné sur la Save à Belgrade. Dixième congrès de l’Association internationale  
  des ponts et charpentes, Tokyo, September -, : rapport préliminaire. Zürich: Secrétariat  
  de l’ AIPC, . p. -.
 K o l l b r u n n e r, C. F., H a j d i n, N., S t i p a n i ć, B.: 19. Contribution to the Analysis of Cable- 
  Stayed Bridges. Bridge Engineering Japan [in Japanese]. : , (8) -2, 20-28.
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Following the design, the bridge itself was executed, which was an 
absolute novelty in world bridge­building and proof of our relatively de­
veloped technology.
The design having been completed in the early 0’s, the bridge started to 
be built in  and was completed in .
Following are some of its basic technical characteristics:
The total length of the railway bridge over the Sava River and between 
the Novi Beograd and “Prokop” stations is 28 m. It consists of main struc-
ture over the river and access lanes on the left and right banks.  This  system 
for railway bridge with cable stays was practically the first one of its kind 
to be built in the world, as until then bridges of this system, similar to 
suspended ones, had been considered too flexible for railway traffic. 
The main bridge structure – the central part – is a continuous girder (a 
stiffening girder) with spans of 2. + 8.00 + 2.00 + 0.00 + .20 = 
. m, with cable stays in the central span. The stiffening girder consists 
of a twin box girder of a constant height of . m, mutually connected by 
orthotropic deck which bears the bridge floor and tracks. On both sides 
of the main span there are a couple of vertical pylons fixed in the stiffe-
ning girder.  The cable stays are distributed in two vertical planes and they 
connect to the stiffening girder at about every fifth of the 2 m span; all 
cables are anchored above the supports of the 0 m lateral spans. By adop-
ting steel cables with parallel wires of the BBR system with exceptionally 
fatigue-resistant Hi-Am anchor heads, and with measures to increase the 
bridge mass, excellent tension efficiency was obtained, excellent stress of 
the cables for constant load and a small influence of cable elongation on the 
deflection of the structure. 
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It should be mentioned that this was the first time cables of this type 
were used in Europe. From that time up to this day this type of cables is 
the dominant cable type for cable­stayed bridges in the world. 
The bridge has been shown in a number of the author’s publications of 
which we particularly single out (*)20, (*)2, (*)22 and (*)2. 
It has been cited in a whole series of works, and the following quotation 
also gives some assessments:
A fur ther p ro of of  t he cable st ay ed bridges’ abi lity  to carry 
h eavy  railway loa ding  was delive red by the  pur e railw ay bridge 
across the Save River in Belgrade, Yu goslav ia (Figure .) W ith 
 a main span of 2  m,  t his bri dge carrie d two t racks su bjected to 
fu ll railway loading including heavy freight  tr ains wit h a w agon 
load o f 2  kN/m on ea ch  track.
 H a j d i n, N., J e v t o v i ć . Lj.: 20. Eisenbahnschräseilbrücke über die Save in Belgrad. Der Stahlbau.  
  8:  (8) -0.
 Х а ј д и н , Н., Ј е в т о в и ћ , Љ., Ц в е т к о в и ћ , С., М а т и ћ , В.: 21. Нови железнички   
  мост преко Саве у Београду. – (New Railway Bridge over Sava River in Belgrade). VI конгрес  
  Југословенског друштва грађевинских конструктора, Блед 2-2. . 8. Београд: ЈДГК,  
  8. Књ. Мостови-М, стр. 8-00. М 
  H a j d i n, N., J e v t o v i ć, Lj., C v e t k o v i ć, S., M a t i ć, V.: 22. The Railway Cable-stayed Bridge over 
   River Sava in Belgrade. IABSE Periodica  (): IABSE Structures C – 0 / – Bridges I. p. 0.
  H a j d i n, N., C v e t k o v i ć, S.: 23. Some Yugoslav experiences in Design and Construction of Long- 
   Span Bridges. Steel Structures: Advances, Design and Construction / Ed. by R. Narayanan.  
   London and New York: Elsevier Applied Science, 8. p. -.
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Railway  Bridge acro ss  the Save River in Belgr ade, Yugoslavia
To obtain the req u ired st iffness of the  cable system, th e length 
of the adjoining side span was ch ose n  to be as little as 0. 
of the main span len gth. Furtherm ore, both sta ys of the m ai n 
span (where the c abl e system could be desc ribed a s a mod ifi ed 
harp) were c on nected a t the pylon to anchor cab les attached  t o 
the stiffening girder at the ends o f the si de spans a djoining the  
main span. 
A twin bo x sti ffening gir der w as also u s ed in th e steel railwa y 
bridge  across  th e Save Ri ve r in Beograd. Here t he  bo x girde-
rs, placed outsid e  the railway area, are o f rectangul ar shap e, a s 
seen in Fi gu re .0. In the main boxes the p late thickne sse s vary 
betwee n  2  and 0 mm. The two box girders are connect ed by a n 
 orthotropi c  st ee l deck with a 0 mm th ick deck plate s tiffe ned by 
 longitudinal ribs at  00  mm distance and by fl oor  be ams spaced 
2.  m apa rt. To improve the  transversal dist ri buti on of eccentric 
loads every sixth floor is . m corresponding to  / of the main 
s pan leng th (2 m).
[22]  N. J . Gimsing: C able Supported Bridge s. Co ncept a nd  de sign.  (Bo ok). 
Joh n Wile y & S ons, 8 . 
Fig.  
Railway bridge over the Sava River in Belgrade
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Fig.  – Cross-section of stiffening girder on the Railway Bridge 
across the Sava River in Belgrade
Numerous different publications refer to this bridge as the first railway 
traffic bridge employing this system:
First cable  st ayed b rid ge b u ilt so lely  for railwa y traffic.
[2] „Struct ure“ Internat ional  dat a  base  and Galle ry of St ru ctur es.
In respect of cable fatigue, the author’s work (*)2 on cable fatigue 
applicable to the designing of a railway bridge which was undertaken as the 
theoretical basis for designing is cited. 
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A paper by a group of authors underlines the importance of this research:
 
Long cabl es made–up of m any paral le l wires o r  strands are  us e d 
 in cab le -s ta yed bridges o r similar st ru ctures. The specialized 
literature [ ,] pre se nts the fatigue strength of the c abl es as 
a g ov erning crite rio n for the des ig n o f such s tr uctur es. Th er­
efore, t he kno wle dge of the statis tica l behavior un de r fatigue 
bec omes essentia l. 
[2]  E. Ca stillo , A. F. Ca nt eli, V. Esslinger, B. Thürlimann: Stat istical M odel f or 
Fatique Analysi s of  Wi r es , Strands and C a bl es. IABSE Procee di n gs P-82, 
IA BSE Periodica / 8, Peri odi ca  AIPC, IVH B Per io dic a, Feb ruar 8. 
In a paper by W. Andra and R. Saul, they stress that the same article (*)2 
analyzes cable fatigue for the first time:
S tatis ti sch v e rwe rtbare Dauerf es tigkeitsprüfungen f ür die  hier 
interess iere nde n D rähte wuerden in grös serem Umfang erstamls 
 für die P aralleldrah tbündel der Eisen bahnbrücke über  die  Sa ve in 
 Bel gra d  [8] g e ma ch t.
 H a j d i n, N.: V24. ergleich zwischen den Paralleldrahsteilen und Vershlossenen Seilen am Beispiel  
 der Eisenbahnschrägseilbrücke über die Save in Belgrad. – Comparison between Parallel Wire  
 Bundles and Closed Ropes Illustrated on the Cable Stayed Railway Bridge over the River Save in  
 Belgrade. – Comparasion entre les câbles à fils parallèles et les câbles torsadés dans la cas du pont  
 de chemin de fer haubanné sur la Save à Belgrade. Dixième congrès de l’Association internationale  
 des ponts et charpentes, Tokyo, September -, : rapport préliminaire. Zürich: Secrétariat  
 de l’ AIPC, . p. -.  
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/Statistically processed tests of cable fatigue for strands were un-
dertaken on a larger scale for the first time for the parallel strand 
cables of the railway bridge over the River Sava in Belgrade./
[ 2 ]  W. A ndra,  R.  Sau l: Festigkeit, insbeson d ere Dauerfestigkeit lange r 
 Para lleld ra ht – bün de l. – Der  Ba utech ni k, H. ,  .
The bridge was also shown in the Engineering News –Record journal. 
Yu go slav building cable­staye d railway spa n
 
Yugosla via is building the world’s firs t cable­st aye d railway 
b ridge, which w ill cross the Sa va River at Belgrade.
The cable /stayed portion  of the cross ing has a 8-ft main span 
flan ked by   -ft side span s. Includ in g  t hree side spans not cable 
su pported, th e b ridge is  co ntinuo us over si x s pans.
Th e cross in g  w as desig ned by Nikola Hajdin, a  Be lgrade 
 Un iversity en gineering  pr ofess or and de an , and Ljub omir 
Jevtov ic, consul ta nt  at Kirilo Sa vic Institu te, for civil and pr­
ocessi ng engin eerin g, Belgrade. They point out t h at the prime 
proble m s were fatigue str ength and dynam ic l oading,  which  are 
 greater on a rail bridge than  on a vehicular bridge. Defl ection 
under l oa d, w hich they limited to  / 00 th, was anothe r design 
co nsiderati on. 
Each o f two do uble-leg pylons suppor t t wo pairs of cables. 
The cables, m ade u p of 20 to 00 para lle l stee l  st ra nds in a poly-
尼古拉･哈丁(Nikola Hajdin) 
尼古拉･哈丁是著名桥梁专家、前南斯拉夫科学院院士。
2年月2日生于塞尔维亚的Vrbovsko。
年毕业于贝尔格莱德大学土木系。
 年获得贝尔格莱德大学博士学位。
主要研究结构力学、板壳强度理论。
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ethylane casing, are cut and anchore d individually to each pylon 
leg . From each pylon , they co nn ect to  the main span an d two s ide 
sp a ns, each pair at differen t angel s .
The supers tr uct ure con sists of tw o steel box  gir ders joine d b y 
an  orthotropic pla te. The gir ders  are suppor ted on conc ret e pier s.
A test model was con struct ed a nd tested a t B elgrade Uni ver si ty  
to  check out static  beh avior, free vi bration and vi brations unde r l oa d. 
Fre e  vibration of  the cable  ag reed closel y w ith theoretical values.
The bridge is s ch ed u led for comp letion by the end of next y ear .
[2] Eng in eeri ng News-Recor d, Jul y,  2 ,  
The Chinese Yingliang Wang encyclopedia of the most important brid-
ges of Europe and America over the past 200 years, lists this bridge as well 
as three other bridges by Nikola Hajdin.
The text describes the basic characteristics of those bridges by Nikola 
Hajdin and contains a tabular survey.
尼古拉･哈丁(Nikola Hajdin) 
尼古拉･哈丁是著名桥梁专家、前南斯拉夫科学院院士。
2年月2日生于塞尔维亚的Vrbovsko。
年毕业于贝尔格莱德大学土木系。
 年获得贝尔格莱德大学博士学位。
主要研究结构力学、板壳强度理论。
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In the Foreword, the author says, inter alia:
()首先通过设计师介绍他们设计的主要桥梁、让读者品读这些欧美流派的
世界名桥、这只是停留在知识的层面。
(2)通过设计师设计的多座桥梁、我们可以看出他们在设计这些世界名桥
的思维方式、当时这些设计方案是如何形成的、设计师设计的一系列桥梁后
面又隐藏了怎样的思维转变过程。作者采用还原历史、比较、分析等方法、
将不同桥型、方案进行比较、论证、有的地方可能没有结论(实际上也不可能
得到结论)、但是通过多方面、多视角的比较和论证、就可以看到设计师的思
维演变、最重要的是形成这些构思的过程。从这个层面来说是在探索大家智
慧(智慧不同于知识、智慧是方法论、是正确的思维方式。随着时间流逝、知
识可能过时了、但设计师的智慧是永存的)。
感谢著名桥梁专家 Jean Muller 生前对作者的帮助、感谢国际桥梁与结构工
程协会 (IABSE) 副主席、美国科学和艺术外籍院士 Jörg Schlaich、国际预应力
混凝土协会 (FIB) 名誉主席、国际桥梁与结构工程协会 (IABSE) 副主席Michel 
Virlogeux 先生、德国莱昂哈特－安德鲁公司技术懂事、IABSE 副主席Holger 
S. Svensson 先生、塞尔维亚科学院院长 Nikola Hajdin 院士、Christian Menn 
教授、法国 JMI 国际公司前技术董事 Serge Montens 先生、西班牙 Leonardo 
Fernández Troyano 教授提供了部分资料、在百忙中校核了部分书稿、提出了
很好的修建意见。
本书涉及的内容繁多、由于时间和笔者的水平有限、肯定存在不够完善和
不当之处、恳请各位专家、同行和读者指正！
作者：王应良  200 年 8 月
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/() The author presents famous bridges in the world through 
their designers, and enables the readers to familiarize themselves 
with and understand the technology of famous bridges of Europe 
and America.
(2) These famous bridges enable us to grasp the thinking and 
wisdom of their designers and how the designs of well-known 
bridges are arrived at and how the ides of their designers evolve. 
The author compared different solutions of bridges by going back 
into history, comparing and analyzing. Although sometimes we 
are unable to fully understand (sometimes due to the impossibility 
of obtaining a result), we are able to follow the course and different 
aspects of transformation of the designer’s train of thought. It is 
a treatise on wisdom. (Wisdom differs from knowledge. Wisdom 
is an exact way of thinking. As time goes by, the knowledge of the 
designer may become outdated, but the wisdom of the designer 
is eternal).
We owe great gratitude to the renowned expert on bridges 
Jean Muller who designed many bridges in France. Thanks is 
due to Jörg Schlaich, (Vice-president of IABSE, foreign mem-
ber of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences), Michel 
Virlogeux, (Vice-president of IABSE, honorary president of the 
International Pre-Stress Association), Holger Svenson, (Vice-
president of IABSE)  technical director of “Leonhardt, Andrä 
and Partner”, to academician Nikola Hajdin (President of the 
Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts), professor Christian 
Menn, Serge Montens (former technical director of “Jean 
Muller International”) and professor Leonardo Fernández 
Troyano), who provided the documents, checked some books 
and gave some good advice. /
[2] Design Thinking  of Europ e a nd Ame ri ca Br idg es, 200 [(. )22- 2 8]
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b)   The “Sloboda” roadway bridge over the River Danube in Novi Sad 
The roadway bridge in Novi Sad constitutes a further step forward in 
mastering the technology of cable-stayed structures applied to large bridges.
The principal structure of the roadway bridge across the River Danube in 
Novi Sad is a cable-stayed girder system. With a span of  m, at the mo­
ment of building, this structure represented a world record for bridges 
of this type, with pylons and stays in the median plane of the bridge.  
The bridge consists of, starting from the Novi Sad side (left bank): a) 
pre-stressed concrete 0 m long bank structure, b) left bank composite 
access structure with spans  x 0 = 20 m, c) main steel cable-stayed 
girder system structure with spans of 2 x 0 +  + 2 x 0 =  m,  and 
d) right bank composite access structure with spans  x 0 = 80 m. The 
total length of the bridge is 2 m. The bridge was designed with six 
traffic lanes. 
The main bridge structure is certainly the most prominent and the 
most complex section of the entire bridge. The stiffening girder or the 
main bridge has a trapezoid box cross section. The height of the box is .8 
m, the width of the lower plate is .0 m and of the upper one 2.8 m,  
m of the length of which is a component part of the closed profile. The 
bridge pylons are above the columns at the ends of the main span, located 
at the bridge axis and fixed into the stiffening girder. Three groups of steel 
ropes, with four cables of parallel strands each, starting from the pylon 
are attached to the main girder at intervals of  + 8 + 8 m, symmetri-
cally on both sides in a harp-like configuration. 
The bridge was partly demolished in  during NATO’s aggression, 
and underwent reconstruction from 2002 fully in accordance with the 
original design. The reconstruction was finished in October 200. 
In the analysis and calculation the know-how of the period was drawn upon, it being 
noted, however, that given its span, the bridge was to a certain extent an extrapolation 
in constructing a bridge with a record span for bridges with one vertical cables plane.
Fig. 16 
The “Sloboda” roadway bridge over the River Danube in Novi Sad - after reconstruction
Photo: Zoran Jonić
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Fig. 19 
The “Sloboda” roadway bridge over the River Danube in Novi Sad – after reconstruction
Fig. 18 
The “Sloboda” roadway bridge over the River Danube in Novi Sad - under reconstruction
Fig. 17
The “Sloboda” roadway bridge over the River Danube in Novi Sad - after destruction
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Fig. 20 – The “Sloboda” roadway bridge over the River Danube in Novi Sad – cross section
The bridge has been shown in a number of the author’s publications of which we 
particularly single out (*)2, (*)2, (*)2, (*)28, (*)2, (*)0, (*), and (*)2.
 Х а ј д и н, Н.: 25. Мост «2. октобар» преко Дунава у Новом Саду (Bridge “2 oktobar” over river  
  Danube in Novi Sad). Изградња. :  () -8.  Исто: Изградња. -2 (8) 0-. 
 H a j d i n, N., D i n i ć, S., M ü l l e r, H. R.: 26. Construction of the Cable-Stayed Bridge «Sloboda»  
  (Bridge of Freedom) over the River Danube, Novi Sad, Yugoslavia. The Ninth International  
  Congress of the FIP, Stockholm, June -0 82. Stockholm: FIP, 82. p. -.
 27. Х а ј д и н, Н., Го ј к о в и ћ. Љ.: Изградња моста Слободе преко Дунава у Новом Саду  
  (Construction of the Bridge “Sloboda” (“ Oktobar”). Наше грађевинарство. : 8 (8)  
  0-08.
 H a j d i n, N.: 28. Strassenbrücke «SLOBODA» über die Donau in Novi Sad. Der Stahlbau (Berlin).  
  2:  (April 8) -0.
 H a j d i n, N., C v e t k o v i ć, S.: 29. Some Yugoslav experiences in Design and Construction of  
  Long-Span Bridges. Steel Structures: Advances, Design and Construction / Ed. by R. Narayanan.  
  London and New York: Elsevier Applied Science, 8. p. -.
 H a j d i n, N., S r e ć k o v i ć, G., L u k i ć, D., L a z o v i ć, M., M a n d i ć, R.: 30. Review of Damage  
  and Reparation of Piers on Bombed and destroyed Bridge Sloboda over Danube in Novi Sad. 
  Proceedings th International Conference on Bridges Across the Danube 200, Bratislava,  
  Slovakia, September -, 200. p. 2-28.
 H a j d i n, N.: 31. Reconstruction of the Bridge Sloboda in Novi Sad. Proceedings th International  
  Conference on Bridges Accross the Danube 200, Bratislava, September -, 200. Bratislava,  
  200. p. -.
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The bridge has been cited several hundred times in specialized and scientific li-
terature, including texts about the demolition of the bridge and its reconstruction. To 
that should be added the enormous number of citations in the domestic and foreign 
press about this bridge, its original version, its demolition, its construction and its 
new version, which is, as we have already stated, the same as the original design.
c)    Cable-Stayed Roadway Bridge (375 m span) over the River Vistula (Poland) 
with B. Stipanić
The design of this bridge and its subsequent construction according to that de-
sign resulted from winning at an anonymous international competition in which  
companies and individuals from Poland and elsewhere in Europe participated.
The total length of the bridge is ,200 m,  m of which is the length of the 
main bridge section over the Vistula riverbed, and 8 is the length of the 
access routes of the bridge over the inundation. The main bridge structure is 
a symmetrical steel structure, a cable-stayed bridge consisting of: a continu-
ous girder (with spans 2 x 0 +  + 2 x 0 m), cable stays and two pylons.
The bridge deck is of a torsionally stiff tricellular cross section of trap-
ezoid shape (height . m, width of the bottom flange of the box .0 m, 
width of the top flange of the box . m), with cantilevers of . m each. 
The pylons, to which the cable stays transfer their tensile forces, are of 
steel and are fixed in the bridge deck. The cable-stays are placed in the 
median vertical plane of the bridge in a so-called modified harp distribu-
tion. Each cable stay consists of two individual cables (ropes) at a mutual 
axial distance of 0 mm. 
The bridge bearings of neoprene-teflon. The bridge columns are of 
reinforced concrete, of rounded form with clearly differentiated parts: 
the head, the shaft and the foot of the column. 
The record  m span is among the largest spans in the world for 
cable­stayed bridges and cables in one, median plane. The bridge was 
completed in 200. 
 H a j d i n, N.: 32. Destruction and Reconstruction of the Sloboda Bridge in Novi Sad. First  
  International Conference on Bridge Maintenance, Safety and Management (IABMAS 2002),  
  Barcelona, July  – , 2002. Barcelona: International Center for Numerical Methods in  
  Engineering (CIMNE), 2002. p. -8.
Fig. 21 
Roadway Bridge over the River Vistula in Plock (Poland) 
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The bridge is a logical continuation of the idea previously applied to the Sloboda 
bridge and is yet another step forward in the development of cable-stayed bridges, 
in view of the fact that it was built over two decades after the erection of the 
Sloboda bridge.
This primarily refers to the system of cables which features greater density in the 
distribution of ropes, which can be ascribed to the prevalent tendency in constructing 
this type of bridges and which in the opinions of some, contributes to the aesthetic 
appearance. Apart from that, this bridge, with its span of  m, approximates the li-
mit to which it is rationally possible to design bridges with one vertical cables plane.
The bridge has been shown in a number of the author’s publications of which we 
particularly single out (*), (*), (*), (*), and (*). 
The bridge has been cited in a monograph by Jan Biliszczuk as the largest bridge 
of any system in Poland.
Biliszczuk, J.: Mosty podwieszone – projektowanie i realizacja. Arkady, Warszawa, 200.
   
Fig. 22 – Roadway Bridge over the River Vistula in Plock (Poland) – cross section
 H a j d i n, N., S t i p a n i ć, B.: 33. Design of Bridge Over Vistula River in Plock – First Prize on the  
  International Competition. Proceedings IMS Institute (Belgrade). 2:  (8) -.
 H a j d i n ,  N., S t i p a n i ć, B.: 34. Cable-Stayed Bridge Across the Vistula River in Plock. Proceedings  
  of the Conference Eurosteel ‘. Praha: ČVUT, . p. -2.
 H a j d i n, N., S t i p a n i ć, B., K r a w c z y k, J., W a c h a l s k i, K.:35.  The Roadway Bridge over Vistula 
  River in Plock (Poland), Design and Construction. Bridges in Danube Basin: Proceedings of the th  
  Int. conf. on Bridges across the Danube Novi Sad: Euro Gardi Group, 200. Vol. I, p. -0.
 Ha j d i n  N., S t i p a n i ć  B., K r a w c z y k  J., W a c h a l s k i  K.: 36. Cable-Stayed Bridge Struc- 
  ture over Vistula River as Main Part of the Roadway Bridge in Plock. Proceedings of Seminarium  
  “Mosty Podwieszone i Wiszace”, Politechnika Wroclawska. Wroclaw: DWE, 200. p. -2. 
 Ha j d i n  N., S t i p a n i ć  B., K r a w c z y k  J., W a c h a l s k i  K.: 37. The Cable-Stayed Bridge   
  across Vistula River in Plock. Proceedings of the International Conference on Bridges, Dubrovnik,  
  May 200. Zagreb: SECON, HDGK, 200. p. -2.
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Fifth period
Vehicle impact
From 1993, thanks to cooperation with Swiss organizations, in his 
work Professor Hajdin focused on studying the problem of vehicle impact 
on engineering structures, initially the problem of the impact of railway 
trains on civil engineering structures and somewhat later on the problem of 
the impact of vessels on primarily bridge piers in rivers.
Both types of studies were to a certain extent applicable to calculations 
of contemporary structures exposed to these types of impact.
At this juncture we shall only say something about the problem of the 
impact of vessels which has been analyzed and published in a number of 
professor Hajdin’s works: (*)8, (*), (*)0, and (*).
The essence of this interesting and important problem of dynamics re-
quires a parallel analysis of the vessel and its behavior at impact and of the 
civil engineering structure itself, most often bridge piers.
This typically interdisciplinary problem led professor Hajdin into the 
field of constructions in shipbuilding, in particular the problem of vessel 
deformations. The problem went beyond a dynamic analysis of vessels of 
 38. G r o b , J., H a j d i n , N.: Schiffsanprall. Schweizer Ingenieur und Architekt. 0-() -8.
 H a j d i n , N., M a n d i ć , R.: 39. Ship Collision with Bridges: a Contribution to the Standardization of  
  Vessel Impact Forces for the Bridges on the Danube. Proceedings / The Second International  
  Conference “Bridges over the Danube”, Cernavoda, - September . p. -.
 G r o b , J., H a j d i n , N.: 40. Ship Impact on Inland Waterways. Structural Engineering International.  
   () 20-2.
 H a j d i n , R., A d e y , B. T., H a j d i n , N.: 41. Probable occurrence of ship impact forces on bridge  
  piers in inland waterways. IABMAS Conference “Bridge Maintenance, Safety and Management”,  
  Kyoto, Japan, October -22, 200. p. 8.
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the kind undertaken in the process of their construction. Small deforma-
tions up to the appearance and evolution of small plastic deformations are 
usually analyzed at that stage.
In impact analysis, large (crushing) deformations are in question, which, 
inter alia, also result in shortening the vessel by even several meters.
Thanks to some existing experimental data of Meier Doernberg (*)2, 
professor Hajdin developed, together with R. Mandić, a practical model 
which proved successful in analyzing the problem of impact. (*), (*).
The model has a complex structure encompassing deformations of the ve-
ssel’s deck and hull and the corresponding forces causing the deformations. At 
this point we shall not go into their calculation, which has several parts, account 
being taken of deck or hull deformation in their planes as well as of deforma-
tion which is characteristic of the so-called “folding” of elements on successive 
changes of the deformation force.
The results of that work, in addition to having been described in the men-
tioned papers, were also used in the proposed recommendations (*) for calcu-
lations of structures on water in the Rhine sector, primarily on Swiss territory. 
This problem, as well as the problem of the impact of railway trains, has, in 
view of the density of traffic and means of transportation, become very rele-
vant to analyzing civil engineering structures, in addition to seismic analysis, 
and, in terms of importance falls into the category of extraordinary influences 
such as earthquakes, explosions or accidents caused by terrorist attacks.
It would greatly serve the interests of science if younger researchers de-
voted attention to these and similar problems.
 M e i e r  D o e r n b e r g: 42. „Knautschkraefte und Verformngen der Bugpatien von Motorgueterschiffen  
  bezueglich Anfahren an Pfeiler und Waende “, Teilbericht TH Darmstadt, 88.
 H a j d i n, N., M a n d i ć, R.: 43. Ship Collision with Civil Engineering Structures. Bulletin / Acadèmie  
  serbe des sciences et des arts. Classe des sciences techniques. 20 : 28 (2000) -2
 H a j d i n, N., M a n d i ć, R.: 44. Crushing of Ship’s Bow Structure During Collision with Bridge Piers.  
  Proceedings of the th National Congress of Mechanics,Thessaloniki, July -2, 200: dedicated  
  to the memory of P.S. Theocaris. Thessaloniki: Hellenic Society of Theoretical and Applied  
  Mechanics: Aristotle University, 200. Vol. I, p. 8-8.
 Kanton Basel Stadt Richtlinien Betreffend Entwurf und Bemessung von durch Schiffsanprall  45. 
  gefardeten Bauwerken Basel, Nov. .
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Sixth period
Patch loading
(Stability and bearing capacity of steel girders)
As already  mentioned above, the first publications which came out as 
a result of professor Hajdin’s cooperation with Kollbrunner concerned the 
problem of the stability of rods with a changeable section i.e. linear elements.
In the mid-seventies, professor Hajdin published a series of works addre-
ssing the problem of the stability and ultimate resistance of plate girders i.e. 
plate buckling problems.  At that time, following a series of bridge failures, 
both theoretical and experimental research was intensified worldwide into 
the various aspects of the stability and carrying capacity of steel girders. 
In his works, professor Hajdin analyzes the latest state-of-the-art  and its 
appli cation within the framework of our regulations to the calculation of 
steel structures. 
Fig. 2 – ”Patch loading”
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In the late 0s, particular attention started to be devoted in the world to the 
problem of what is referred to as “patch loading”, the loading of plate girder 
flanges by a concentrated or load distributed over a small length by forces in 
the web plane, which may lead firstly to local buckling in the load application 
zone, and, depending on other conditions, also to the progressive collapse of 
the girder. This problem is particularly important for steel bridges assembled 
by being pulled over temporary or permanent supports. This is a complex 
theoretical problem to which fully satisfactory solutions have not as yet been 
found, so that this research is still on-going worldwide. 
In the late 0’s and early 80’s, professor Hajdin led research in this field 
in Belgrade. His fellow researchers, B. Ćorić and N. Marković, of the Bel-
grade Faculty of Civil Engineering, were given the chance to participate in 
research that has been going on for a number of years in the world in this 
field at the University College of Cardiff in Great Britain, a very important 
research centre. They continued their own research back in the country. 
In the course of the 0’s, D. Lučić from the Faculty of Civil Engineering in 
Podgorica joined them. In this period, the research was conducted as part 
of cooperation with the Institute of Mechanics of the Czechoslovak Aca-
demy of Sciences, i.e. with professor M. Škaloud.
This research resulted in a number of papers published in international 
journals and presented at international scientific conferences which were 
subsequently also cited by authors from various countries dealing with 
these problems. 
Of these works, especially significant is the paper  A Contribution to 
the Analysis of the Behaviour of Plate Girders Subjected to Patch Loading 
(*), with N. Marković, published at invitation in 2 in an issue of the 
“Journal of Constructional Steel Research” dedicated to state-of-the-art 
research into steel structures  in central and east European countries. As 
part of preparations for further research in charge of which was professor 
Hajdin, within the framework of cooperation with the Institute of Mecha-
nics of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, i.e. direct cooperation with 
professor M. Škaloud, the research into the effects of patch loading up to 
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that point was discussed. Among other things, in addressing this problem, 
an analysis was undertaken of the effects of longitudinal stiffeners in the 
zone of load introduction on plate girder buckling, and the paper proposes 
a formula which takes that effect into consideration. Until then there had 
been little research of this influence  in the world, so that regulations for the 
calculation of structures either did not include it or only generally indicated 
its positive effect. There existed only several proposals in papers published 
in journals, compared to which this new proposal featured a simpler form 
as well as better agreement with existing experimental results.
In , this proposal was accepted in its entirety in the new version 
of British regulations for bridges (BC ­: Steel, concrete and 
composite Bridges – Part : Code of practice for design of steel bridges. 
BSI, May ), which had earlier included only a calculation for girders 
without longitudinal stiffeners. Thus, that is the first regulation in the world 
which directly included the effect of longitudinal stiffeners on the bearing 
capacity of plate girders subjected to concentrated patch loading on the 
plate girders flange.
In the 0’s, intensive research of this problem continued in the world 
with a view to improving upon the existing solutions. To date, quite a few 
doctoral and master’s dissertations have been written, a considerable num-
ber of papers published, and many of them cite the above-mentioned work 
of Marković and Hajdin. In some of them, the proposed solution was used 
for comparison with new proposals based on later research.
Already in , in his doctoral dissertation, O. Lagerqvist from Sweden, 
referred to this work (*):
Markovic continued his research and published in 2 [], to-
gether with Hajdin, a paper concerning the influence of longitu-
dinal stiffeners on the ultimate resistance. Results from a series of 
six tests, a continuing series from the one in [], was presented. 
Four of the girders had longitudinal stiffeners applied to the web 
  M a r k o v i ć , N., H a j d i n, N.: A 46. Contribution to the Analysis of the Behaviour of Plate Girders  
   Subjected to Patch Loading. Journal of Constructional Steel Research. 2: -(2) -.
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but the remaining two tests without stiffeners are given in the end 
od Table C: 2.2. In [] a review of equations for the ultimate 
resistance suggested by other researchers was given as well as the 
result from a comparison of of the different equations with a total 
of  test results, 8 from tests performed on girders without 
longitudinal stiffeners. When all  test results was considered 
the best agreement was attained with equation (2.), either in 
basic form or after corrections for the influence of longitudinal 
stiffeners and bending stresses.
[28]  Lagerqvist, O.: Patch Loading – Resistance of Steel Girders Subjected to 
concen- trated Forces. Doctoral thesis, Lulea University of Technology, 
Div. of Steel Structures, , D, Lulea, . 
This paper has also been cited many times by authors from Sweden, where 
after 2000 research of longitudinal stiffened girders continued, and the pro-
posed solutions were also used for comparison with the new solutions of 
these authors.
The paper was also used in research undertaken by a group of authors 
from Sheffield, Great Britain, who studied steel element connections in 
conditions of fire and it was cited in several papers. In a work by S. Spyrou, 
J. B. Davison, I. W. Burgess, and R. J. Plank [2], the authors note:
“…Existing empirical formulas for the capacity of column webs 
at ambient temperature were unsuitable, as these did not include 
the effect of the stiffness of the column flanges, but studies by 
Markovic & Hajdin () of plate girders subjected to patch 
loading proved useful. …”
[2]  Spyrou, S., Davison, J. B., Burgess, I. W. and Plank, R. J., Component 
Studies for Steelwork Connections in Fire, th International Conference 
on Stability and Ductility of Steel Structures, Budapest, Hungary, (2002) 
pp. -. 
The work has been cited a number of times in works presenting research 
carried out in Germany. A paper by U. Kuhlman and M. Seitz notes:
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Aufbauend auf der Versuchsserie von /Januš et al., 88/ und 
weiteren Versuchen wird von /Marković & Hajdin, / ein 
neuer Erhöhungsfaktor
f = ,28 – 0, ∙ hl / hw   für   0, < hl / hw < 0.
vorgeschlagen, der auf die Stegbeulformel nach /Roberts, 8/ 
abgestimmt ist und wiederum nur von der Lage der Steife ab-
hängt. Dieser Vorschlag ist inzwischen in die aktuelle britische 
Stahlbrückennorm /BS 5400-3, 2000/ aufgenommen worden.
/A new increment factor has been proposed /Marković and Haj­
din, /
f = ,28 − 0,  h / hw   for   0, < h / hw < 0,
It is based on a series of experiments (Januš et al., 88) and other 
experiments, it is used along with the buckling formula according 
to Roberts, 8, and depends solely on the position of the stiff-
ener.  This proposal has been accepted in the current British 
regulations for steel bridges (BS 5400-3, 2000)./
[0]  Kuhlmann, U., Seitz, M.: Zum Tragverhalten längsversteifter Blechträger 
unter konzentrierter Lasteinleitung. In: Ofner, R. (Hrsg.) ; Unterweger, 
H. (Hrsg.): Festschrift Univ.-Prof. Richard Greiner. Institut für Stahlbau, 
Holzbau und Flächen tragwerke – Universität Graz, 200, S.  – 28.
In her doctoral thesis, L. Davaine from France notes:
N. MARKOVIC qui a travaillé d'abord à l'université de Cardiff avec  
T. M. ROBERTS, a poursuivi ses investigations sur le “patch loading” 
en s'intéressant au raidissage longitudinal de l'âme à l'université de Bel-
grade avec N. HAJDIN. A Cardiff, MARKOVIC a réalisé 2 essais avec 
raidisseurs longitudinaux qui viennent s’ajouter à la base de données 
expérimentales. Sa principale contribution s’est située dans la con­
duite, en , d’une analyse statistique de cette base de données, 
soit  essais (dont  sans raidisseurs longitudinaux et  avec). 
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Dans [], il propose un nouveau facteur tr.s simple de correction de 
la charge de ruine F u pour tenir compte de la présence d’un raidi­
sseur longitudinal:
f (hl / hw) =,28 – 0, ∙ hl / hw   pour   0, < hl / hw < 0.
/N. Marković, who previously worked with T. M. Roberts at 
Cardiff University, continued to research patch loading at 
Belgrade University with N. Hajdin, focusing on longitudinal 
web stiffeners. In Cardiff, Marković conducted two experi-
ments with longitudinal stiffeners which were added to the 
experimental data base. Their main contribution is the 
undertaking, in , of a statistical analysis of a data base 
containing  experiments ( of which without, and 
 with longitudinal stiffeners). In the work () a new 
coeffi cient was proposed, a very simple one, for correction 
of the ultimate load to take into account the presence of a 
longitudinal stiffener./
f (hl / hw) =,28 – 0, ∙ hl / hw   for   0, < hl / hw < 0.
[]  Davaine, L.: Formulation de la résistance au lancement d’une âme 
métallique de pont raidie longitudinalement (Résistance dite de “Patch 
Loading”), These de docteur en Genie Civil, INSA (L’Institut National 
des Sciences Appliquees de Rennes, France, 200, 20. 
In this thesis, the mentioned work was used for comparison with the 
results of new research and the proposals of the author himself.
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In lieu of an afterword
A detailed survey of professor Hajdin’s published scientific and 
professional   works as well as of his most important structures can be found 
in the book “ Nikola Hajdin - Bibliography”. The accompanying compact 
disc contains all professor Hajdin’s published works as well.
From the overall opus of professor Hajdin we singled out only what in 
our view was of greater importance, associating it with his contribution to 
the development of the corresponding branch of science and the structures 
which he designed.
Professor Hajdin’s opus has been presented through six periods, which also 
represent the six fields in which he rendered a contribution to science and its 
applications.
We single out the following of his works as having particularly contri-
buted to general progress:
A new and original numerical method for solving two-dimensional pro-
blems of Structural Mechanics and other branches of applied mechanics;
The original method for analyzing thin-walled composite structures 
with an arbitrary disposition of the component materials;
Designing of the Orašje bridge as the first double composite action 
bridge in the world. A novelty in bridge building, at the same time it had the 
largest span for bridges of that type;
A series of articles and monographs from the field of Thin-Walled Bars 
and structures ranks the author among the leading scientists in this field in 
 Г . Р а д о ј ч и ћ - К о с т и ћ, Н. М а р к о в и ћ: 47. Библиографија радова академика Николе  
  Хајдина / Nikola Hajdin Bibliography, САНУ, Издања Библиотеке 20, Београд 200.
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the world. Scientists, doctoral candidates and engineers drew on his nu-
merous publications in executing different structures;
Cable stayed bridges represented a major milestone in world bridge 
building.  N. Hajdin is among the pioneers of that process. Every single 
bridge which he designed was a step forward in the development of this 
branch. Thus the railway bridge in Belgrade is the first bridge of this type 
for railway traffic, and at the same time a record one in respect of span. 
The bridges in Novi Sad and Plock (Poland) are exceptional structural and 
aesthe tic achievements and have record spans for bridges of that kind.
Impact analysis posed a new challenge to the author. The solutions he 
gave were directly applied in practice in which of late this problem has fea-
tured as particularly significant in respect of the safety of structures in wa-
ter and on land;
Patch Loading is a field which N. Hajdin with his associates studied for a 
number of decades. In addition to a series of articles in this field, the prac-
tical results are also certainly important. In that regard, the crown of this 
effort is the inclusion of one of the results in British standards, which is a 
great honor for our researchers and country.
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